STANDARDS OF PRACTICE: Prescribing Drugs

Effective December 2019 / Updated April 2020
Purpose

The Standards of Practice: Prescribing Drugs establish the responsibilities of pharmacists when they prescribe drugs under the authority of the Pharmacist Drug Prescribing Regulations.\(^1\)

Pharmacist prescribing provides key benefits to the healthcare system. It enables pharmacists to bring the full extent of their expertise in drug therapy management to the care of their patients by prescribing to renew, adapt, and therapeutically substitute previously prescribed drug therapy in response to patient specific needs and factors. This authority further enables pharmacists to leverage their knowledge and skills and public accessibility by prescribing for minor and common ailments and for conditions where a diagnosis is not required (preventable conditions) or is provided directly or indirectly by an authorized prescriber or by protocol.

When pharmacists prescribe, they will do so in accordance with these Standards of Practice as well as the existing regulatory framework for pharmacy practice in Nova Scotia.

The Standards of Practice document includes:

- Terminology – definition of terms referenced in the standards
- Standards of Practice – expectations and responsibilities of pharmacists when prescribing
- Appendices – supporting tools and documents

Terminology

The following terms and definitions serve as a reference for these Standards.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emergency</td>
<td>The patient has an immediate, urgent, and high-risk medical requirement for the drug to avoid significant deterioration to their health. OR A public health emergency/crisis identified by Council.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original Prescription</td>
<td>The prescription under review by the pharmacist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient</td>
<td>The patient or their agent as defined by the Pharmacy Act, Chapter II of the Acts of 2011.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal Health Information</td>
<td>Information that relates to an individual’s physical or mental health, including information about the individual’s and/or their family’s health history.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Care Provider</td>
<td>A regulated healthcare provider that acts as the first contact and principal point of continuing care for patients and coordinates other specialist care that the patient may need. For the purpose of these Standards, these are: physicians, nurse practitioners, optometrists, and dentists.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Pursuant to Section 83 of the Pharmacy Act of Nova Scotia, Chapter II of the Acts of 2011.
Standards of Practice

The Pharmacist Drug Prescribing Regulations establish pharmacists’ prescribing authority and the circumstances when pharmacists may prescribe for the following categories (can be combined as appropriate):

- Conditions Approved by Council
- Prescribing in an Emergency
- Prescribing Renewals
- Prescribing Adaptations
- Prescribing Therapeutic Substitutions
- Prescribing Schedule II, III and Unscheduled Drugs

These Standards specify the practice requirements for pharmacists when prescribing in a community setting, including pharmacy and non-pharmacy settings.

Section 1 of these Standards applies to all categories of prescribing; sections 2-7 provide additional requirements for each prescribing category. These Standards augment and do not replace the practice requirements set out in the Nova Scotia College of Pharmacists Standards of Practice: General Pharmacy Practice and policies.

1. Prescribing in All Categories

Authorized Drugs

1.1. A pharmacist only prescribes a drug which is:
   - for an indication approved for the product by Health Canada, or for an off-label indication that the pharmacist is satisfied is:
     - generally accepted practice referenced in peer-reviewed clinical literature; or
     - consistent with a research protocol in which the patient is enrolled.
   - not listed in the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act and its Regulations (i.e., pharmacists cannot prescribe narcotics, controlled drugs, exempted codeine products, benzodiazepines or other targeted substances).

Competencies, Knowledge, and Professional Ethics

1.2. When a pharmacist prescribes, they are responsible for their prescribing decisions and any related actions, omissions, and impacts. This includes all decisions they make, including not to prescribe. When deciding to prescribe a drug, the pharmacist:
   - is satisfied that they have the requisite competency to prescribe in the given circumstance, including taking reasonable steps to assess their competence against current best practice (for clarity, veterinary prescribing is outside the scope of the practice of pharmacy); and
   - recommends that the patient include another healthcare provider in the care of the condition, when appropriate.
1.3. A pharmacist does not prescribe for themselves or an immediate family member, except in extraordinary circumstances when no other prescriber is readily available and drug treatment is required to avoid serious deterioration to the patient’s health. If prescribing in this situation, the pharmacist documents the exceptional circumstances, including their relationship to the patient.

1.4. When the same pharmacist both prescribes and dispenses a drug, the pharmacist provides information to the patient about the benefits of involving another pharmacist in the process to help mitigate the risks of confirmation bias. Patients should be offered the option of having the prescription dispensed by a different pharmacist. If the patient chooses to fill the prescription at another pharmacy, the pharmacist supports the patient’s decision.

Patient Involvement

1.5. When prescribing, the pharmacist obtains informed and voluntary consent from the patient for the prescribing service and decisions (refer to Standards of Practice: General Pharmacy Practice).

1.6. The pharmacist completes a patient assessment to support their prescribing decisions (refer to Appendix A – Patient Assessment for Pharmacist Prescribing).

1.7. The pharmacist assesses the patient in person when the prescribing requires the assessment of physical factors. When the pharmacist determines that an in-person assessment is not necessary, the pharmacist may conduct the assessment by:
   • communicating with the patient at the time of prescribing; and
   • using the previous assessment information of a healthcare provider, authorized to diagnose and prescribe, who saw and assessed the patient for the ailment/condition/disease and being confident that the assessment remains valid; or
   • having sufficient knowledge of the patient’s ailment/condition/disease and current clinical status to support the prescribing decision.

1.8. The pharmacist bases the prescribing decision and drug selection on patient need, clinical suitability and cost effectiveness.

1.9. When prescribing, the pharmacist conducts in-person discussions about personal health information in a separate consultation room that provides visual and sound barriers for privacy and a professional environment to share information.

Documentation

1.10. The pharmacist documents the prescribing information in a timely manner (refer to Appendix B for documentation details).
Follow-up and Monitoring

1.11. The pharmacist uses professional judgement to establish and document a follow-up plan appropriate to the patient’s needs and the prescribing activity in the patient record.

1.12. The pharmacist ensures the follow-up plan provides enough detail to allow others accessing the patient record to have a clear understanding of the prescribing activities and related follow-up.

1.13. The pharmacist ensures any patient monitoring required by the follow-up plan is completed and results are documented as appropriate. The pharmacist may arrange for another pharmacist, primary care provider, or specialist to complete the follow-up and monitoring as needed.

Communicate to the Patient’s Circle of Care

1.14. The pharmacist communicates the prescribing information to the primary care provider or specialist as soon as possible (refer to Appendix C). If the patient does not have a primary care provider or specialist, then the pharmacist:
   - provides the prescribing information to the patient; and
   - informs the patient that they will subsequently forward the prescribing information to a primary care provider or specialist, upon the patient’s request and direction.

Note: Given that a record of vaccine administration is submitted to the Nova Scotia Drug Information System (DIS) Immunization Module, communication to the primary care provider of vaccine prescribing is not required.

2. Prescribing for Conditions Approved by Council

2.1. A pharmacist may prescribe a drug in the category Conditions Approved by Council when:
   - prescribing for minor and common ailments (refer to Appendix D).
   - prescribing preventative medicines (refer to Appendix E).
   - prescribing for a diagnosis provided by a primary care provider or specialist (refer to Appendix F).
   - prescribing for a diagnosis supported by a protocol (refer to Appendix G).

3. Prescribing in an Emergency

3.1. A pharmacist may prescribe a new drug or a replacement supply of an existing drug in circumstances that meet the definition of an emergency (refer to definition in Terminology section).

3.2. With the exception of a public health emergency/crisis, a pharmacist only prescribes a limited supply of the drug sufficient to address the immediate risk to the patient’s health and to allow them to see a primary care provider or specialist.

3.3. In a public health emergency/crisis, pharmacists may prescribe in accordance with Appendix H.
4. **Prescribing Renewals**
   When a pharmacist prescribes a renewal, they take on the responsibility for having provided the patient with a longer duration of drug therapy than the original prescriber authorized.

   4.1. A pharmacist uses their judgment to renew a prescription, up to a maximum of a 180 days’ supply, in consideration of:
   • the extent to which the quantity provided may delay the patient being assessed by a primary care provider or specialist;
   • an assessment of when the patient’s health warrants them being seen by a primary care provider or specialist;
   • the patient’s access to care;
   • the ongoing appropriateness of the drug therapy;
   • the pharmacist’s access to the information required to make the above assessments;
   • the pharmacist’s relationship and familiarity with the patient compared to that of a walk-in clinic or emergency department; and
   • the pharmacist’s competence in the management of drug therapy for the patient’s ailment/condition/disease.

   4.2. When prescribing a renewal, the pharmacist:
   • ensures consecutive renewals prescribed by one or more pharmacists do not have a cumulative duration of therapy exceeding 180 days.
   • may adapt the dose, formulation and/or regimen or complete a therapeutic substitution, if appropriate (refer to Sections 5 and 6 for the applicable prescribing requirements for adaptation and therapeutic substitution, respectively).

5. **Prescribing Adaptations**

   5.1. A pharmacist may prescribe to adapt a prescription when they determine that the adapted prescription will maintain/enhance the drug effectiveness and/or improve adherence.

   5.2. A pharmacist may prescribe to adapt a prescription to modify the dose, formulation, regimen, and/or duration of therapy for the following reasons:
   • The drug strength and/or formulation prescribed is not commercially available.
   • The dose, formulation, regimen, and/or duration of therapy is missing from the prescription and sufficient information can be obtained from the patient, patient record, and/or other sources to determine the appropriate adaptation.
   • A patient-specific factor (e.g., age, weight, organ function, medical conditions, adverse drug reactions, other medications) requires the dose to be adjusted.
   • An adjustment in the formulation and/or regimen will enhance the ability of the patient to take the medication more effectively.
5.3. When an adaptation is only a formulation change, the pharmacist uses their professional judgment to determine if notifying the original prescriber is required (refer to Standard 1.14).

6. Prescribing Therapeutic Substitutions

6.1. A pharmacist may prescribe to therapeutically substitute a drug when they determine that:
   - sufficient information is obtained about the patient’s condition being treated, treatment goals, and prescribed drug for the pharmacist to ensure that the substitute drug has an equivalent therapeutic effect and supports the intended treatment goal; and
   - the therapeutic substitution will maintain/enhance the effectiveness of the patient’s drug therapy and/or improve adherence and will support the patient’s best interest with respect to financial, formulary, or payer considerations.

6.2. When prescribing for a therapeutic substitution, the expected duration of therapy:
   - will not exceed the duration for which the original prescription would have been valid; or
   - is therapeutically equivalent to the original prescription when substituting a drug with a defined treatment period (e.g., antibiotic).

7. Prescribing Schedule II, III and Unscheduled Drugs

7.1. When prescribing a Schedule II, III, or unscheduled drug, the pharmacist uses professional judgment to determine if notifying the primary care provider or specialist is required (refer to Standard 1.14).
Appendix A – Patient Assessment for Pharmacist Prescribing

A pharmacist conducts a patient assessment to support their prescribing decisions. The assessment considers, as appropriate and applicable for the prescribing activity, the patient’s:

- demographic information
- physical characteristics, condition, and measurements (e.g., weight, height, etc.)
- presenting ailment/condition/disease or drug-related problem, including its symptoms, signs, history, and any treatment
- date, extent, and results of last assessment of the condition
- laboratory or other diagnostic test results
- objective and subjective findings
- diagnosis
- medical history
- family medical history
- current medical conditions, medications, non-medication therapies, healthcare products/devices, and treatments
- allergies and intolerances to drugs, excipients, or other substances relevant to drug therapy
- pregnancy and lactation status
- risk factors
- other healthcare providers and individuals involved in providing treatment/care
- personal circumstances, practical needs, values, and preferences
- other information relevant to the assessment

As part of the patient assessment, the pharmacist may, with appropriate patient consent, obtain pertinent information from family, friends, caregivers, or other healthcare providers.
Appendix B – Documentation Requirements

Prescribing activities will be documented and maintained as part of the pharmacy’s patient record. Some information may be specific to the prescribing activity while other information will already be contained in the patient’s record. The method by which documentation is completed (e.g., electronic or paper-based) is left up to the professional judgment of the prescribing pharmacist but must be complete enough so that others accessing the patient record will have a clear understanding of the prescribing activities and rationale. Information documented may include, as appropriate, the following:

General Patient Information

- name
- contact information
- date of birth
- provincial health card number
- sex/gender
- weight and height
- any known contraindications or allergies/intolerances to drugs, excipients, or other substances related to drug therapy
- medical conditions
- pregnancy and lactation status
- other relevant information

Prescription Order

- patient name and address
- date of prescription
- drug name, strength, and dosage form
- quantity
- directions for use and route of administration
- number of refills and interval between each refill
- name of prescribing pharmacist
- reference to the original prescription and prescriber name/contact information (e.g., prescription adaptation, therapeutic substitution and prescription renewal)

Prescribing Details

- date of prescribing decision
- presenting health ailment/condition/disease or drug related problem including symptoms, signs, history, and any treatment
- patient assessment details/findings relevant to the prescribing decision, including:
  - date of assessment
- physical characteristics, condition, and measurements (e.g., weight, height, etc.)
- date, extent, and results of last assessment of the ailment/condition/disease
- laboratory or other diagnostic test results
- subjective and objective findings
- diagnosis
- medical history
- family medical history
- current medical conditions, medications, non-medication therapies, healthcare products/devices, and treatments
- relevant risk factors
- other healthcare providers and individuals involved in providing treatment/care
- personal circumstances, practical needs, values, and preferences
- other information relevant to the assessment

- description of prescribing decision, its rationale, and any supporting information/documents
- instructions to patient
- follow-up plan details to allow other healthcare providers or caregivers to monitor patient’s progress
- name of prescribing pharmacist
- information to allow other professional staff in the pharmacy to provide continuity of care
- date and method of notifying original prescriber
- date and method of notifying other healthcare providers
- patient informed and voluntary consent (refer to Standards of Practice: General Pharmacy Practice)
- details of subsequent monitoring and follow-up
Appendix C – Notifications

Communication of prescribing information to the primary care provider or specialist must include, at a minimum, the following information:

- a clear indication of whether action needs to be taken by the primary care provider or specialist (e.g., response required/for your records)
- date
- patient information, including name, date of birth, and health card number
- reference to the original prescription (if applicable)
- prescription details
- pharmacist information, including name, registration number, and contact information
- pharmacy information, including name and contact information

A template pharmacist prescribing form is included with these Standards. However, notifications can be created electronically using pharmacy software as long as the data elements listed above are included.
## PHARMACIST PRESCRIBING ALERT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response Required</th>
<th>For your records</th>
<th>Date: __________________________</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**TO:**
- Provider: __________________________
- Tel: __________________________
- Fax: __________________________

**REGARDING:**
- Patient: __________________________
- DOB: __________________________
- HCN#: __________________________

**Consent Obtained**

**Original Prescription Details (if applicable):**

Affix original prescription label here or provide details

**New Prescription Details:**

Affix prescription label here or provide details

**Notes:**

**Pharmacist Information:**

- Name: __________________________
- Registration #: __________________
- Pharmacy Name: __________________
- Phone/Fax: ___________________
- Signature: _______________________
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Appendix D – Prescribing for Minor and Common Ailments

Minor and common ailments are health conditions that can be managed with minimal treatment and/or self-care strategies. Patients with these ailments have traditionally been assessed and provided treatment recommendations within the practice of pharmacy. Prescribing of Schedule I drugs for minor and common ailments may be undertaken for the following:

- dyspepsia
- gastroesophageal reflux disease
- nausea
- non-infectious diarrhea
- hemorrhoids
- allergic rhinitis
- cough
- nasal congestion
- sore throat
- mild headache
- minor muscle pain
- minor joint pain
- minor sleep disorders
- dysmenorrhea
- emergency contraception
- xerophthalmia (dry eyes)
- oral ulcers
- oral fungal infection (thrush)
- fungal Infections of the skin
- vaginal candidiasis
- threadworms and pinworms
- herpes simplex (cold sores)
- contact allergic dermatitis
- mild acne
- mild to moderate eczema
- mild urticaria (including bites and stings)
- impetigo
- dandruff
- calluses and corns
- warts (excluding facial and genital)
- smoking cessation

Note that the prescribing of Schedule II, III and unscheduled drugs is not limited to the minor and common ailments listed above. Schedule II, III and unscheduled drugs can be prescribed for these and other ailments in accordance with these Standards of Practice.
Appendix E – Prescribing Preventative Medicines

Prescribing for Preventable Diseases

Prescribing for prevention of the following diseases may be undertaken by pharmacists:

- hepatitis A†
- hepatitis B†
- varicella
- herpes zoster
- human papillomavirus (HPV)
- typhoid fever†
- malaria†*

Note: vaccines included in the provincial immunization program (e.g., influenza, tetanus, diphtheria, pneumococcal, meningitis, etc.) are not listed above as they are Schedule II drugs and they do not require a prescription, and can be provided in accordance with these Standards and the Standards of Practice: Drug Administration.

†Pharmacists who have not obtained a recognized certificate in travel health as set out in this Appendix, but who choose to prescribe for the preventable diseases listed for travel health purposes, will disclose to patients that they do not hold a certificate in travel health. Pharmacists will take the necessary steps to ensure the patient understands that they would benefit from a more comprehensive individual travel health assessment provided by a healthcare provider with travel health certification and encourage patients to seek out this expertise.

*In addition, pharmacists undertaking prescribing for the prevention of malaria must ensure that they are competent to do so, including ensuring that they have current knowledge about worldwide geographic-specific malaria risk and prevention, antimicrobial resistance patterns, and that they have access to current resources.

Travel Health Services

Providing Comprehensive Travel Health Services

A pharmacist must possess one of the following recognized certificates as a requirement to provide comprehensive travel health services:

- International Society of Travel Medicine - Certificate in Travel Health
- Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow - Diploma in Travel Medicine

The provision of comprehensive travel health advice goes beyond the provision of vaccines and other prophylactic medications to include the prevention and management of non-infectious travel-associated health risks. The International Society of Travel Medicine describes the scope and extent of knowledge necessary for professionals working in the field of travel medicine as including knowledge of the global epidemiology of health risks to the traveller, vaccinology, malaria prevention, and pre-travel counseling designed to maintain the health of the travelling public.
The health and safety of travellers depends upon the expertise of those providing travel health advice. Providing inaccurate or incomplete travel advice puts the travelling public at risk and can result in dire consequences.

Comprehensive individual risk assessments must be performed for each traveller and must evaluate the itinerary, destination specific risks, patient specific risks, including age, sex, medical and physical conditions, and must provide appropriate advice on risk management.

The provision of comprehensive travel health services includes:

- providing comprehensive individual risk assessments covering the topics related to travel as listed in the “Body of Knowledge” described by the International Society of Travel Medicine.
- prescribing and administering vaccines and medications for the prevention of travel related diseases not currently listed in in this Appendix. This authority is for pre-travel assessment and prescribing only (not for suspected post-travel illness and/or complications).

Promotion of Travel Health Services

Pharmacists without a recognized certificate in travel health as set out in this Appendix must ensure that any promotion of their travel health services to the public communicates that the service provided is basic and does not provide information on all travel related health and safety risks.

Contraception Management*

Pharmacists may practice as a primary provider of contraception, including providing ongoing management of a patient’s contraception needs, when they do so in accordance with recognized best practice guidelines that are consistent with those established by obstetrician/gynecologist specialist groups, such as the Society of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists of Canada (SOGC).

Contraception management goes beyond the prescribing of hormonal contraception to include a meaningful discussion with a patient about all available options for contraception within the context of their individual sexual behavior, reproductive health risk, social circumstances, and relevant belief systems.

To practice as a primary provider of contraception management, pharmacists must take the necessary steps to be competent. This should include but is not limited to:

- undertaking additional education;
- reviewing clinical guidelines; and
- researching primary literature.

When providing contraception management, a pharmacist must recognize that they may be the only healthcare provider that a patient sees regarding their contraceptive needs and must use a patient-centered approach to provide as appropriate for the patient:

- a comprehensive review of all options available for contraception, including non-hormonal and emergency contraception, and providing information on the effectiveness, benefits, and risks associated with each method;
- counseling about the risks, management, and screening options for sexually transmitted infections, and any vaccines recommended for prevention;
— referral resources for sexually transmitted infections (including post exposure prophylaxis), sexual dysfunction, induced abortion services, and intimate partner violence;
— counselling regarding the importance and recommended frequency of screening tests such as breast and pelvic exams, mammograms and Pap tests, and
— patient education resources, such as the public resources provided by the Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists of Canada.

Prescribing for Contraception Management

Prior to prescribing for contraception, a pharmacist must be satisfied that the patient is making an informed decision about their preferred strategy for contraception management. This may include contraception options for which the pharmacist is not authorized to prescribe.

When providing contraception management, a pharmacist:

• may prescribe self-administered hormonal contraception (combined oral contraceptives pills, patch, vaginal ring, and progestin only pills) and medroxyprogesterone acetate depo injection (including the administration of the depo injection);
• may prescribe for intrauterine contraception when practicing as part of an arrangement with a physician or nurse practitioner;
• must take the necessary steps to be competent to recognize signs, symptoms, and risk factors indicative of health needs that make it inappropriate for them to manage a patient’s contraception needs and must refer these patients to a physician or nurse practitioner; and
• must be aware of the conditions when a person under 18 years of age can consent to sexual activity and the obligations for mandatory reporting of abuse under the Children and Family Services Act.

If a patient has not previously been prescribed hormonal contraception, or if a change in therapy is being prescribed, the pharmacist may provide the patient with a prescription for up to the equivalent of a three-cycle supply. If tolerated, a prescription for ongoing therapy may be provided to the patient. If the patient is experiencing adverse effects, the pharmacist will use their professional judgement to determine whether they can resolve the drug-related problem or if the patient should be referred to a physician or nurse practitioner for further assessment.

Intrauterine Contraception

A physical examination is necessary prior to the insertion of intrauterine contraception. Therefore, pharmacists may not prescribe for intrauterine methods of contraception, except when practicing as part of an arrangement with a primary care provider. Regardless, pharmacists must take reasonable steps to support patients in accessing the services required when the patient chooses this method. Recognizing that access to health services varies widely across Nova Scotia, reasonable steps to support patients will differ depending on the community but may include:

• researching what services are available and how they can be accessed within the local community.
• seeking out and collaborating with already established referral networks within the local medical community.
• providing patients with information about provincial Well Woman Clinics.
References

The chapters of the SOGC Canadian Contraception Consensus can be accessed on the Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology Canada website and can be used to assist pharmacists in attaining competence in contraception management. These standards do not preclude the use of other references provided they are consistent with these Canadian best practice guidelines. Note: some of the chapters are open access while others will require payment for access.

*This appendix authorizes pharmacists to prescribe for the purposes of contraception management only. Prescribing medication for induced abortion is outside of the scope of practice for pharmacists.

Antimicrobial Prophylaxis in Special Circumstances

Pharmacists may prescribe antimicrobial prophylaxis:

- when participating in a public health initiative directed by the Nova Scotia Department of Health and Wellness; and
- in accordance with antimicrobial prophylaxis direction as set out in the Nova Scotia Communicable Disease Manual; or
- in accordance with antimicrobial prophylaxis guideline(s) established by the Nova Scotia Department of Health and Wellness for the specific circumstance.

Participating in a public health initiative may require, but is not limited to:

- providing relevant information about the public health initiative to patients;
- providing the Nova Scotia Department of Health with reciprocal notification.
Appendix F – Prescribing for a Diagnosis Provided by a Primary Care Provider or Specialist

A pharmacist may prescribe for a diagnosis provided by a primary care provider or specialist who has the authority to prescribe for the condition when:

- the primary care provider or specialist provides the diagnosis or treatment requirements of the patient; and
- the pharmacist obtains the necessary and relevant information to support the prescribing decision (e.g., patient’s comorbidities, lab test results, etc.).

When a pharmacist prescribes for the ongoing management of a patient’s chronic condition(s) (e.g., hypertension, diabetes, anticoagulation), the pharmacist and the primary care provider or specialist agree on the collaborative management plan for the patient which includes:

- goals of therapy for the patient;
- patient monitoring and follow-up plan, including who is responsible, at what interval, and details of monitoring/follow-up actions;
- any agreed upon plan or protocols for ongoing dosage adjustments or prescribing;
- agreed upon situations and intervals when the patient will need to follow-up with the primary care provider or specialist;
- a plan for how and when the pharmacist and primary care provider or specialist will continue to communicate relevant information about the patient; and
- a description of any information provided to the patient.
Appendix G – Prescribing for a Diagnosis Supported by a Protocol

A pharmacist may prescribe for a condition set out in this Appendix when the diagnosis is supported by a protocol. Protocols may include, or be developed based upon, established clinical practice guidelines or algorithms. These standards do not specify a protocol that must be used. Instead, a pharmacist will use their professional judgement to select or develop a protocol to support them in making a diagnosis and providing care. A pharmacist must be satisfied that the protocol used meets the following criteria:

- it is consistent with the established standard of care provided by primary care providers and/or specialists; and
- it is aligned with best practice and treatment evidence supported by clinical experts.

A pharmacist will ensure that the protocol being used remains up-to-date and consistent with the evolving standard of care.

A pharmacist prescribing in situations where the diagnosis is supported by a protocol must take steps to ensure they have attained the necessary competence to provide appropriate care to patients. This should include but is not limited to:

- undertaking additional education;
- reviewing clinical guidelines; and
- researching primary literature.

Pharmacists must also ensure that they are able to recognize signs, symptoms, and risk factors indicative of health needs that fall beyond their scope and refer these patients to a physician or nurse practitioner.

Uncomplicated Cystitis

Pharmacists may prescribe drug therapy for uncomplicated cystitis in female patients 16 years of age or older who have previously been diagnosed with uncomplicated cystitis by a physician or nurse practitioner.

**Note.** A pharmacist will refer a patient to a physician or nurse practitioner when:

- the patient has not been previously diagnosed with uncomplicated cystitis.
- the patient is presenting with recurrent infections, defined as two diagnosed infections within six months or three infections within one year (Please see: Recurrent Uncomplicated Urinary Tract Infections in Women: AUA/CUA/SUFU Guideline).
- the patient is presenting with complicating factors. Complicating factors are set out in clinical practice guidelines/protocols and necessitate the patient being assessed by a physician or nurse practitioner.
- the pharmacist is not satisfied that they have the requisite competency to prescribe in the given circumstance.

References that can be used to support pharmacists in making a diagnosis of uncomplicated cystitis, or developing a protocol, include but are not limited to:

- Nova Scotia Health Authority UTI Protocol
Antimicrobial Stewardship
Pharmacists must recognize that antimicrobial resistance patterns differ across geographic regions and, as a result, recommendations for drug treatment described in protocols and/or clinical practice guidelines may not be appropriate in the local context.

When selecting antimicrobial therapy, a pharmacist will familiarize themselves with local resistance data and will prescribe in accordance with current local antimicrobial stewardship practices. Information on local resistance patterns can be obtained by consulting the following resources:
- Nova Scotia Health Authority Antimicrobial Stewardship Antibiograms
- IWK Health Centre-Spectrum Antimicrobial Stewardship

Herpes Zoster
Pharmacists may prescribe antiviral medication for the treatment of herpes zoster. References that can be used to support pharmacists in making a diagnosis of herpes zoster, or developing a protocol, include but are not limited to:
- Dworkin et al. Recommendations for the Management of Herpes Zoster: Clinical Infectious Diseases 2007:44:s1-26
- medSask: Shingles: University of Saskatchewan
- UptoDate: Treatment of herpes zoster in the immunocompetent host (subscription may be required)

In all instances of prescribing, the pharmacist will discuss with the patient:
- when to seek follow-up care from another healthcare provider;
- the importance of infection control precautions, especially for patients who are in contact with individuals who have not had varicella previously, have not been vaccinated, and those who are immunocompromised or pregnant; and
- the benefits of vaccination against herpes zoster to help prevent future occurrences.

Prescribing for patients with complicating factors
A pharmacist may prescribe antiviral treatment for a patient who has a complicating symptom and/or risk factor, provided they clearly communicate to the patient the importance of being seen promptly by another healthcare provider for further assessment and are satisfied that the patient understands the risks associated with not doing so.

Furthermore, when a pharmacist prescribes for a patient that presents with suspected disseminated, ocular, otic, or neurologic manifestations, the pharmacist will instruct the patient to seek emergency care.
Appendix H - Prescribing in a Public Health Emergency/Crisis

In all instances when pharmacists prescribe in a public health emergency/crisis identified by Council, they may use the provisions set out in this Appendix to meet the needs of patients. These provisions may be used for the defined time period directed by the NSCP for the public health emergency/crisis.

Prescribing Renewals

Pharmacists may exceed the 180 days prescribing limit for consecutive pharmacist prescribed renewals in circumstances where the patient is unable to be assessed by their primary care provider.

This temporary provision allows pharmacists to exceed the 180 days prescribing limit for renewals during a public health emergency/crisis for patients who do not have a primary care provider or are unable to access them at this time.

Private Consultation Room

Recognizing the competing public interests of confidentiality and minimizing virus transmission when interacting with patients, pharmacists use their professional judgment to gather and provide information in a manner that maximizes confidentiality while adhering to infection control and other public health recommendations. For clarity, a private consultation room may not be required.

Notification of Prescribing

The pharmacist uses professional judgment to determine if notifying the primary care provider or specialist of the pharmacist’s prescribing for the patient is required.

Pharmacy Closures

During a public health emergency/crisis, it may be necessary for pharmacists to provide refills for patients whose home pharmacy is closed. Normally, pharmacists would transfer prescriptions from one store to another, but completing this transfer process requires a pharmacist or pharmacy technician at the patient’s home pharmacy to provide the transfer. This is not possible if the patient’s home pharmacy is closed.

In this situation, pharmacists may prescribe for the patient by doing the following:

- consult the patient’s Nova Scotia Drug Information System (DIS) profile;
- prescribe the medication for the patient consistent with the number of refills remaining on the patient’s prescription (for clarity, when there are refills remaining on the patient’s profile in the DIS, this is not considered prescribing a renewal and the Standards set out in section 4 do not apply); and
- discontinue (abort) the existing prescription in the DIS.

Authorized Drugs

Pharmacists may prescribe drugs regulated by the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act when they do so in accordance with an NSCP Emergency Protocol.